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Computer Vision = Mobile differentiator 

Applications 
§ Smart photography 

§ Augmented reality, gesture recognition, visual search 

§ Vehicle safety Gesture interfaces 

Lucky Imaging 



OpenCV 
§  OpenCV = Open source Computer Vision library 

§  >2500 functions 

§  Started by Intel in 1999 

§  Professionally managed by Itseez 

§  >47K users worldwide 

§  >6M downloads 

 



Portability 

§ Available for Windows, Linux, Mac, Android, iOS  

§ Optimized for x86 SSE, CUDA GPU, and Tegra 

§ Has C/C++, Java and Python interfaces 

§ Common API for server, workstation, desktop and now 
mobile platforms 



License 

§ Release under a BSD license 

§ Free for academic and commercial use 
Intel License Agreement. 
 
Copyright (C) 2000, Intel Corporation, rights reserved. Third party copyrights are property of their respective owners. 
 
Redistribution of OpenCV and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following 
conditions are met: 
 
Redistribution's of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.  
 
Redistribution's in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the 
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.  
 
The name of Intel Corporation may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior 
written permission.  
 
The OpenCV software is provided by the copyright holders and contributors "as is" and any express or implied warranties, including, 
but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are disclaimed. In no event shall the 
Intel Corporation or contributors be liable for any direct, indirect, incidental, special, exemplary, or consequential damages 
(including, but not limited to, procurement of substitute goods or services; loss of use, data, or profits; or business interruption) 
however caused and on any theory of liability, whether in contract, strict liability, or tort (including negligence or otherwise) arising in 
any way out of the use of this software, even if advised of the possibility of such damage.  



Functionality overview 
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OpenCV for Tegra 

§  Extension of OpenCV for Android 

§  Same API 

§ Optimized (1.6 - 32x) with 

—  NEON SIMD 

—  GLSL  

—  Tegra HW optimizations 

Performance and Power!! 



Speedups (Tegra 4) 
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Speedups (Tegra 4) 
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Tegra Android Development Pack (S3489) 

§  Register at NVIDIA’s Developer Zone website and apply for 
Tegra Registered Developer Program 

§  Software tools to develop for Android on Tegra 

§  For Windows, Linux, Mac 

§  Contains OpenCV for Tegra SDK 



OpenCV for Tegra SDK in TADP 

OpenCV for Tegra 
SDK 

Reference manual 
with Tegra 

Optimized functions 



Pre-configured Eclipse OpenCV Examples 

http://docs.nvidia.com/tegra/data/How_to_Use_OpenCV_for_Tegra.html 

Native 
Examples 



Distribution - OpenCV Manager 
Dynamic linking (recommended) 

—  Same app on multiple platforms - use unique platform-, operating 
system-, and version-specific library 

—  Small app footprint – no library in app 

—  No need to recompile app with new library as OpenCV 2.4.x is backward 
binary compatible 

OpenCV Manager 
—  Android service for runtime asynchronous initialization of OpenCV in apps 

—  Downloaded from Google Play/user prompted to install from TADP package 

—  Should be used explicitly in Android app (see Eclipse examples) 



Pre-configured Eclipse OpenCV Examples 

http://docs.nvidia.com/tegra/data/How_to_Use_OpenCV_for_Tegra.html 



OpenCV Manager Installation on Device 

Automatic install from Google Play 

Manually install via adb install!



OpenCV for Tegra - Usage Models 
Java and Native 



OpenCV for Tegra - Java 
API: http://docs.opencv.org/java/  



OpenCV for Tegra - Native 
API: http://docs.opencv.org/modules/refman.html 



OpenCV for Tegra - Native Static/Dynamic Linking 



Tegra Optimizations Check 
Open the OpenCV Manager App 

adb logcat:!
E/OpenCV_for_Tegra(28465): Tegra platform detected, 
optimizations are switched ON!!



OpenCV for Tegra Demo App 
From Google play  
OR  
NVPACK/OpenCV-2.4.4-Tegra-sdk/apk/OpenCV_for_Tegra_Demo.apk!

Tegra  
ON/OFF 

Processing 
time 

Mode Speedup 
(Tegra 4) 
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Information Links 

§ OpenCV: http://opencv.org/ 

§ OpenCV for Android: http://opencv.org/android 

§ TADP: 
https://developer.nvidia.com/tegra-android-development-
pack 

§ How to use OpenCV for Tegra: 
http://docs.nvidia.com/tegra/data/
How_to_Use_OpenCV_for_Tegra.html 



Questions? 


